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ABSTRACT

The human visual system is thought to use features of intermediate complexity for scene representation. How the brain computationally represents intermediate features is, however, still unclear. Here we tested and compared two widely used computational models - the biologically plausible HMAX model and Bag of Words (BoW) model from computer vision against human brain activity. These computational models use visual dictionaries, candidate features of intermediate complexity, to represent visual scenes, and the models have been proven effective in automatic object and scene recognition. We analyzed where in the brain and to what extent human fMRI responses to natural scenes can be accounted for by the HMAX and BoW representations. Voxel-wise application of a distance-based variation partitioning method reveals that HMAX explains significant brain activity in early visual regions and also in higher regions such as LO, TO while the BoW primarily explains brain activity in the early visual area. Notably, both HMAX and BoW explain the most brain activity in higher areas such as V4 and TO. These results suggest that visual dictionaries might provide a suitable computation for the representation of intermediate features in the brain.

Index Terms— Visual perception, fMRI, low and intermediate features, HMAX, Bag of Words, Representation Similarity Analysis

1. INTRODUCTION

The human visual system transforms low-level features in the visual input into high-level concepts such as objects and scene categories. Much is known about the computation of low-level visual features such as color and orientation [1-2]. How these low-level features are transformed into high-level object and scene perceptions, however, is still the subject of research.

One possibility is that the visual system first creates intermediate representations [3] in a hierarchical fashion of the visual input, and then transforms these into full object and scene representations. In neural models of vision, such intermediate features are deemed important for scene categorization because they have a good trade off between frequency and specificity [4]. In this paper we study two models with such intermediate representations.

Currently there are two main computational models of vision, both use hierarchical visual processing for real world image categorization. The HMAX model [5], for example, is a biologically plausible model that uses features of intermediate complexity for object recognition. In computer vision, the Bag of Words model (BoW) [6] is a successful model for scene classification.

HMAX[5] performs the initial feedforward stage of object recognition in the ventral visual pathway. It extends the idea of simple and complex cells by forming a hierarchy in which alternate template matching and max pooling operations progressively build up feature selectivity and invariance to position and scale. HMAX is the widely accepted model for object recognition in the brain, however is not the preferred choice in computer vision algorithms.

The dominant form in computer vision is Bag of Words which performs very well on large TRECvid [7] and PASCAL [8] datasets, in some cases even approaching human classification performance [9]. The key idea behind this model is to quantize local SIFT features [6] into visual words, features of intermediate complexity, and then to represent an image by a histogram of visual words. BoW being so successful, it is a candidate model to test against the human brain.

Inspite of the differences, both HMAX and BoW models use the concept of visual dictionaries. In HMAX at the S2 layer, template patches are learnt from a dataset of images which are convolved with the responses from the C1 layer. These template patches are referred to as dictionary elements or visual dictionary. In the BoW, the clustering of SIFT features into words form the visual dictionary. The visual dictionary computed in these models are features of intermediate complexity, the focus of study in this paper.

In this work we hypothesize that the human visual system uses intermediate features for scene representation and we compare how HMAX and BoW models explain brain activity. We expect to find areas in the brain where activity is accounted for by HMAX or BoW representations of visual input. In particular, we expect to find this for areas beyond early visual cortex where increasingly complex information is processed. To test this, we record fMRI responses of several subjects to natural scenes, and search the fMRI volumes for voxels that are significantly explained by HMAX or BoW representations.
Finding how visual dictionaries explain brain activity is challenging for two reasons. First computational and neural representations are heterogeneous and at the same time high-dimensional. Second, the representation from HMAX and BoW build on Gabor filters and SIFT features respectively, and hence these need to be dissociated in a proper manner. We address the first challenge by considering dissimilarity matrices [10], and the second is resolved by applying variation partitioning [11] on these dissimilarity matrices to compute the unique contributions of HMAX and BoW representations explaining brain responses.

2. REPRESENTATION OF VISUAL SCENES AND BRAIN RESPONSES

2.1. HMAX representation

We use the HMAX model from [5] where features are computed hierarchically in layers: an initial image layer and four subsequent layers, each built from the previous by alternating template matching and max pooling operations. In the first step, the image is downsampled and a pyramid of 10 scales is created. Gabor filters of four orientations are convolved over the image at every possible position and scale in the next step, the S1 layer. Then in the C1 layer, these responses are maximally pooled over small regions of the image. In the next step template matches between the patch of C1 units centered every position/scale and each of d prototype patches. These d prototype patches are sampled randomly from the C1 layer forming the dictionary. In the last layer a d dimensional feature is created by maximally pooling over all scales, orientations to one of the models d patches. We denote the HMAX features of an image \( I_k \) by \( x_1, \ldots, x_d \).

2.2. BoW representation

The first step in the BoW model is extraction of SIFT [12] features from the visual input. Here the SIFT representation of an image \( I_k \) is denoted by \( s_k = f_1, \ldots, f_N \) where \( f_n \) is a 128 dimensional SIFT vector at \( N \) interest points in the image. We use dense sampling with 2 pixel spacing and at multiple scales.

Secondly, a dictionary of visual words [6] is learned from an independent set of scenes. We use k-means clustering to identify cluster centers \( c_m = c_1, \ldots, c_M \) in SIFT space, where \( m = 1, \ldots, M \) denotes the number of clusters centers.

All SIFT features of a new image are assigned to the most similar word and the image is represented by counting the occurrences of all words. This results for image \( I_k \) in a visual word histogram \( w_k = h_1, \ldots, h_M \) where each bin \( h_m \) indicates the number of times the word \( c_m \) is present in the image. We use the PASCAL VOC 2007 [8] dataset to create a codebook of dimension \( M = 4000 \).

2.3. fMRI response representation

Participants (n=4) repeatedly viewed (9 runs) a set of 72 scenes drawn from 6 scene categories: beaches, forests, city scenes, industry, mountains and highways [13] while we recorded BOLD-MRI (GE-EPI, TR = 1.5s, FA = 70, TE = 27.63 ms, FOV = 240, 80, 240 mm, 29 slices ascending, voxel size = 2.53mm, slice gap = 0.3 mm, SENSE = 2, 308 volumes) with a 3T Philips Achieva TX MRI scanner with a 32 channel headcoil. Scene presentations (200 ms ON/OFF for 1s) were spaced apart by 10s intervals (in which subjects performed an orthogonal letter task to sustain attention), allowing for reliable estimation of BOLD responses to individual scenes.

The resulting single trial scans were subjected to voxelwise event-related GLM analysis. This results for each voxel in a beta coefficient, denoting the magnitude of the voxel which are averaged across trials. For each voxel, the local multivariate BOLD response is established using searchlight technique [10] resulting in \( y_k = v_1, \ldots, v_S \) where \( S \) denotes the number of voxels within a spherical sphere of radius = 2.5mm, resulting in \( S = 27 \) voxels.

3. VARIATION PARTITIONING USING DISSIMILARITY MATRICES

We use distance-based variation partitioning [11] to study the contribution of HMAX and BoW in explaining fMRI responses to visual scenes.

The variation partitioning [14] algorithm determines the unique contribution of HMAX distance matrix \( X \) and BoW distance matrix \( W \) in explaining the brain activity distance matrix \( Y \). First we determined the explained variance of \( Y \) by the combination of \( X \) and \( W \), \( R_{Y|X+W}^2 \) done on the basis of the predicted response \( \hat{Y}_{X+W} \) resulting from the regression of \( X \) and \( W \) together on \( Y \). Similarly the fraction of \( Y \) explained by \( X \) independently based on \( \hat{Y}_X \) is \( R_{Y|X}^2 \) and fraction that is explained by \( W \) independently based on \( \hat{Y}_W \) is \( R_{Y|W}^2 \). The amount of explained variance is then

\[
R_{Y|X+W}^2 = \frac{\text{trace}(\hat{Y}_{X+W}' \hat{Y}_{X+W})}{\text{trace}(\hat{Y}' \hat{Y})} \tag{1}
\]

Similarly the fraction of \( Y \) explained by \( X \) independently is determined based on \( \hat{Y}_X \),

\[
R_{Y|X}^2 = \frac{\text{trace}(\hat{Y}_X' \hat{Y}_X)}{\text{trace}(\hat{Y}' \hat{Y})} \tag{2}
\]

and the fraction that is explained by \( W \) independently is given by computing \( \hat{Y}_W \),

\[
R_{Y|W}^2 = \frac{\text{trace}(\hat{Y}_W' \hat{Y}_W)}{\text{trace}(\hat{Y}' \hat{Y})} \tag{3}
\]
Unique contributions of HMAX and BoW in explaining local brain activity are computed by subtracting the $R^2_{Y|X}$ from $R^2_{Y|X+W}$ and $R^2_{Y|W}$ from $R^2_{Y|X+W}$ respectively. Note that these statistics are the canonical equivalent of the regression coefficient of determination, $R^2$ [14].

4. RESULTS

4.1. Subject specific results

We used distance based variation partitioning to determine the unique contribution of HMAX and BoW in explaining fMRI responses. We report only clusters with a minimum of 25 contiguous voxels with significant correlations ($p < 0.05$, AL-PHASIM [15]). Figure 1 shows for each subject the amount of explained variance by BoW (blue) and HMAX (red).

BoW also account for brain activity at multiple brain regions, but the regions tend to concentrate in the primary and extrastriate visual cortex areas. In addition, BoW explain up to 18% for the four subjects. Interestingly, for three out of four subjects the maximum explained variances is found in adjacent regions in the primary and extrastriate visual cortex. These results suggest a locus in the visual cortex and consistency across subject for BoW.

HMAX features correlate with brain responses in multiple brain areas. These areas include primary visual cortex (extraction of low-level features), mid-level level areas such as the Lateral occipital cortex (involved in object processing), and higher-level areas such as Parahippocampal gyrus (encoding and recognition of scenes). For the four subjects, the explained variance peaks between 8%-18% and is located at different brain areas (Occipital Pole, Parahippocampal Gyrus, Lateral Occipital Cortex and Lingual gyrus).

4.2. Across subject averages

As averaging fMRI responses across subject may enhance response signals, we repeated our analysis on subject-averaged fMRI responses. As before, figure 2 shows the uniquely explained variances by BoW and HMAX. The maximum explained variance by HMAX is (22%) and by BoW (21%). This peak in explained variance for both the models is interesting, and suggest that visual dictionaries indeed capture information processed in the visual brain. Moreover the peak explained variance by HMAX features occurs slight earlier in the visual hierarchy compared to the area where the peak explained variance by BoW emerges.

Table 1 shows explained variances averaged across predefined regions of interest. The data confirm that the highest explained variances are found in the higher areas TO, V4 and adjacent areas. In addition, the data show that brain activity in the vast majority of voxels in most of the visual regions is accounted for by HMAX, whereas significant voxels in area V1, V2 and V3, are due to BoW (which only account for a small fraction of the the MRI responses). Brain activity in higher level areas such as the Inferiro temporal lobule, Anterior Temporal, and Posterior Temporal is also explained by both the models, but in fewer voxels and to a lesser extent.

Figure 3 shows the explained variance by the combination of the two models (BoW and HMAX) and also the difference in the models (BoW and HMAX) from the combined model. We observe that the peak explained variance is higher for the combined model (dark green) than either of the individual models. The difference between the combined models

Fig. 1. A. Brain map showing voxelwise the fraction of brain activity explained uniquely by BoW (blue) and HMAX (red) for four subjects.
Fig. 2. Visualization of brain activity explained uniquely by BoW (blue) and HMAX features (red) for average subject responses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROI</th>
<th>No of Significant Voxels</th>
<th>Max Explained Variance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V4</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>21.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V123</td>
<td>1359</td>
<td>21.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TO</td>
<td>361</td>
<td>10.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPL</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>5.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>4.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LO</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AnteriorTemporal</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>4.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LGN</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>4.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPLobule</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(light green) and the individual models is seen in V1, V2, V3 and V4, suggesting that there is additional value by combining BoW and HMAX.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The success of models such as HMAX and BoW may be attributed to their use of features of intermediate complexity. Both these models being so widely successful, makes them candidate computational model of intermediate visual processing in the brain. Our results show that in certain brain areas such as V123 and V4 there are overlapping regions in which brain activity is explained by both the models while there are also brain areas where these models explain non-overlapping brain regions. These results provide evidence that both these models adequately capture the visual information that is processed in the brain and the use of visual dictionaries provides a suitable computation for representing intermediate features.

We observe that in the early visual areas and beyond such as the V4, the brain activity is explained in overlapping regions by both these models. This might be since there are similarities in both these models. They both use gradient information, gabor filter in case of HMAX and SIFT in case of BoW, as low level features which explain the sensitivity in the lower visual regions. The overlapping regions in higher brain areas by both these models can be attributed to their use of intermediate features.

The intermediate computation in both these models use the concept of visual dictionaries, albeit constructed differently. But the visual dictionaries in both the models are akin to using medium size image patches that are informative and
at the same time distinctive. The visual dictionary can be thought of as higher-level visual building blocks composed of slightly larger receptive fields. Thus they are analogous to features of intermediate complexity that play an important role in scene classification. Being compact and rich visual descriptors, the image patches of the visual dictionary may allow for sparse and intermediate representations of objects and scenes. We observe from our results that both these models explain the most brain activity in overlapping higher level visual regions which might be due to the use of visual dictionaries in these models. These results show there is a neural evidence for the similarity in the models and these findings suggest that visual dictionaries might be a computational step to capture the intermediate features of the brain.

There are also differences in how these models explain brain activity. From our results we see that the HMAX model explains more number of voxels and has a higher peak explained variance in most of the brain regions compared to BoW. These two models explain brain activity in certain non-overlapping regions. For example while the HMAX model significantly explains brain activity in the LO region, there are no voxels in the LO region explained by BoW. These differences can be attributed to different computations in the two models, for example one is the way visual dictionaries are constructed by HMAX and BoW. In the BoW model, quantization of SIFT patches to the visual words is done for scene representation. This represents what one can say quantization error, i.e., certain amount of image information is lost while assigning the patch to a cluster. However in the HMAX the elements of the visual dictionary are convolved over the image from the second layer and is fed to the next layer. Thus one or more differences in the computation of visual dictionary might reflect in the differences in explained brain activity of HMAX and BoW.

In conclusion while there are certain brain regions explained by both HMAX and BoW, there are regions associated with visual processing not explained by the models. These regions mostly are in the higher brain areas. The next step would be to understand what are the computations required for the models to explain brain activity in the higher brain regions significantly. This might helps us answer question on how best to compute intermediate representations and also to use higher level features which is still a open question. Thus going forward, these higher computation steps could derive inspiration from the brain. In the future we will also address other open questions such as the role of dimensionality of visual dictionary and the role of quantization error. More generally, it is interesting to study the repeatability of our results when creating visual dictionary based on other data sets and when using fMRI responses to a wider range of natural scenes.
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